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Abstract 

Vevue is a rewards-based social media video app, powered by the Ethereum blockchain.             
Unlike any other social media platform, Vevue empowers creativity and interaction by            
rewarding everyone who participates. Both creators and viewers can earn money for            
publishing, watching, appreciating and interacting with video content.  

Designed to be a copyright tracking and video exchange DApp, the Vevue platform’s core              
features include a social video feed, video engagement, premium accessibility for professional            
media makers, crowdfunding, and advertising. The infrastructure for organizing the          
purchasing and earning of tokens is supported by services that include a wallet, a paywall               
splitter, and intellectual property (IP) certification.  

As the most advanced among blockchain video-streaming app, Vevue operates under a            
multi-token system to ameliorate concerns about token liquidity and market volatility which            
allows users to cash out to a stablecoin or fiat currency at any time. Vevue provides a security                  
token compliant standard called, VUE. An ERC1404 compliant token, VUE is a            
non-digitized, non-voting preferred equity share representing Vevue Media, Inc. In          
conjunction with this, to participate in the Vevue platform, the Vpay token serves as the utility                
token for purchasing and earning within the ecosystem and is pegged to US$0.01. Vpay              
tokens extend ERC20 or ERC777 token standards on the Ethereum blockchain. 

Could something as ingrained in our daily lives as social media be done differently? Yes. And                
it should be. Providing a unique opportunity for the mainstream public to earn their first token                
– not buy it –Vevue is the next-gen social media platform designed for everyone.
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1.0 Introduction  
 

“Back when we were building the first browser, had blockchain existed, we            
would have built money into the internet.” 

                      Marc Andreessen  
Co-founder of Netscape  

 

  
Vevue is a rewards-based social media app, powered by blockchain technology, that            
empowers the next generation of media makers to honor their creative craft and make a               
difference in the world through powerful visual content. 
 
Vevue is unlike any other social media platform. Its vision is to empower positive consumer               
habits by rewarding everyone for participating. By building features that allow users to gain              
maximum profit for creating videos, users earn money for publishing, watching, appreciating,            
and interacting with video content.  
 
The company’s unique focus on utilizing blockchain technology enables more efficient and            
profitable user-centric features, providing an advantage over competitors. This not only           
fulfills a need to close the profit disparity between content creators and publishing platforms              
but also expands Vevue’s reach to people who would normally not create videos but are               
excited at the prospect of entering into cryptocurrency. Vevue leverages its team’s decade of              
entrepreneurial experience across multiple industries in agile environments to continually          
deliver relevant features.  
 
In 2018, for example, Vevue released the first-ever feature film, No Post Necessary , using              
blockchain technology. Vevuers were able to pay tokens to stream the film, and at select               
movie theatres, Vevuers were able to earn tokens for answering requests-for-reviews of the             
film. Filmmakers and investors were instantaneously paid through the paywall splitter. The            
film set the standard for film distribution using blockchain, coining the term, Blockchain             
Video on Demand (BVOD).  
 
Vevue is not only building an industry-changing product but also redefining the corporate             
structure of how social media companies are run. Vevue’s company and governance structures             
align with its values-based approach to ensure that the organization leads by example and              
delivers a product that resonates with everyone. Conveying this sentiment to investors and             
users is a key part of the company’s ongoing success. 
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Vevue will fund the development of the platform through a traditional venture capital package              
with the tokenization of securities culminating in a security token offering (STO) through an              
Initial Auction Offering (IAO). Vevue’s fiduciary responsibility to its investors holds the            
company accountable for the delivery of a globally accessible product and marketing            
mechanisms for onboarding new users. 
  
In the next fiscal year, Vevue will prove the use cases of its revenue streams, aggressively                
expand to become the first mass-adopted global blockchain-based social media platform and            
introduce a new era of digital interaction. 
 
 
1.1 About Vevue Media, Inc. 
 

Vevue Media, Inc. (the Company ) is a Wyoming C-corporation tasked with the technical and              
business development of the Vevue platform. The ecosystem on the platform is composed of              
centralized Android, iOS and web-based apps, as well as decentralised applications (DAPPs),            
in which the entire economy is connected by multiple tokens, including the USDC backed              
Vpay token, the primary currency of the platform. The primary financial beneficiaries of             
Vevue Media, Inc. are those who own the VUE token, the digitized non-voting preferred              
equity in the Company. 
 
The community of VUE holders consists of a diverse range of professionals and supporters of               
Vevue –– including but not limited to experts in blockchain technology, cryptography,            
artificial intelligence, law, and finance –– who provide balanced and informed views on the              
overall direction of the project. It is important to note, though, that while the views of VUE                 
holders are acknowledged, they are ultimately not connected to Vevue Media, Inc. (or its              
affiliates) in any manner, and the assets and funds of the Company (or its affiliates) remain                
under the control of the relevant Board of Directors who exercise independent judgment and              
as they apply them to achieve the Company's objectives. 
 
 
1.2 History 
 

Vevue is a blockchain-based video streaming app founded by Thomas Olson in June 2012.              
With the company’s first geotagged video uploaded later that November, the founding of             
Vevue took place in the context of the launch of Google Glass and Mark Zuckerberg's               
announcement that the amount of information that people were sharing was outpacing            
Moore’s law. Given these shifts in the tech industry, it was evident to Olson that video was                 
the future, inspiring him to contribute to the shaping of its adoption for the benefit of                
consumers.  
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At the time, though, Olson’s focus was more on “video reviews;” the two words are the origin                 
of the company’s name, Vevue, pronounced “Vay-view.” He liked to joke that although the              
word is entirely made-up, it is a French word meaning, “video review.” Perhaps one day it                
will be added to the dictionary. Focusing on the idea of video reviews, Olson began               
developing Vevue’s first mobile app, Vevue 1.0, into which users began uploading videos             
starting that September. Vevue 1.0 was very simple: tag your location, record a short video               
review, and then after uploading it to your feed, Vevue’s API placed the review on the                
appropriate Google business profile. The benefit was that viewers saw both written and video              
reviews next to each other, rather than having to leave the platform to search for a related                 
video review. Each video was hosted on and monetized through Vevue’s YouTube channel,             
which housed a couple of thousand videos and was making $100 a month from Google               
AdSense. In other words, video reviews already demonstrated utility and profitability. But            
above all, this showed that crowdsourcing video content was a viable business model. To              
further test his business model, Olson posted a series of job listings on Freelancer.com              
inviting people to create video reviews for $0.25 to $5 per review. To his amazement, the                
response was immense as people from across the globe created a variety of reviews and               
shared how much they enjoyed making them.  
 
Towards the end of 2013, Olson needed a way to incentivize creators within the Vevue app as                 
he had done in Freelancer.com. Based on previous conversations with peers, Olson            
considered Bitcoin because of the digital currency’s ability to record and transfer            
micropayment transactions using blockchain. With this solution in hand, Olson spent days            
brainstorming different ways the Vevue platform could encourage people to create content.            
This resulted in developing Vevue’s first key feature, Vevue Request –– a video-request that              
was fulfilled when a person visited a pinned location to create a review and then earn Bitcoin.                 
Envisioning organizing teams of millions behind various goal-oriented tasks (such as reviews,            
planting trees or even picking up garbage), it became clear to Olson that there was great                
potential beyond just video reviews –– an entirely new kind of social network could be built                
on the power of incentivised requests.  
 
Having developed a solid user interaction framework, he then searched for a blockchain             
programmer and co-founder, who could help him execute his idea. Shortly thereafter he met              
XiangYu Meng, a 20-year old programmer who was remotely mentoring a grad student at              
Arizona State University. The two immediately clicked on an aligned vision for what Vevue              
could become and got to work on designing and developing the next version of Vevue. As                
Meng and Olson worked in concert to build one of the most advanced blockchain projects for                
mainstream users, they developed the motto, “Crypto will go mainstream when people earn             
their first crypto, not buy it!”.  
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With a working prototype – in January 2015, Vevue was accepted to be a part of an                 
incubation class under Swarm.fund. Swarm is a non-profit foundation dedicated to building            
an open infrastructure for the newly emerging digital securities economy. Working alongside            
the Swarm network of teams, Vevue learned to build a decentralized collaborative            
organization (DCO), a type of DAO within which participants have the control and voting              
power to influence the way an organization is run.  
 
Working side-by-side with Swarm helped the Vevue team further deepen their knowledge of             
the nascent digital securities economy while avoiding costly mistakes. One of the most useful              
lessons was learned when Vevue realized that Bitcoin’s blockchain was not ready to scale,              
leading the team to consider Ethereum instead. This alternative brought a whole new set of               
tools, such as smart contracts and utility tokens. With smart contracts each Vevue Request              
could be its own executable code, opening the door to the possibilities of payment splitters,               
copyrights, and creating Vevue’s own utility token ecosystem.  
 
While Ethereum smart contracts allowed for features that would distinguish Vevue’s social            
media experience from traditional platforms, testing revealed Ethereum’s limits in supporting           
Vevue’s much needed mobile wallet. So from 2016 to May 2017, Vevue focused on refining               
the platform’s social media functionality and video speed. In May 2017, Olson read an article               
about the Qtum blockchain, the first blockchain to support mobile smart contracts, and he              
promptly sent Qtum (based in Shanghai, China) an email about Vevue. Within a week Qtum               
moved Vevue’s technical team into their office and agreed to fund the development of the               
platform. They offered $250,000 split between cash, office space, advisory support, and ICO             
smart contract consulting. In October 2017, Vevue launched its first ICO raising 73,000             
Qtum.  
 
2018 was a year of milestones for Vevue. The company debuted an iOS version and web                
client, as well as the first feature film using blockchain paywalls and copyrights. A payment               
splitter was also released enabling users to split payments with collaborators or crowdfund the              
creation of content. Moreover, Vevue took the next step in launching an upgraded version of               
their video request feature, Airdrop Requests. Similar to video requests, users were able to              
open the Vevue app to respond to the five closest pinned locations near them. (Vevue has                
pinned millions of locations across the globe.) A recorded and uploaded video earns five              
tokens, allowing any person in the world to earn money while making fun video reviews.  
 
Having developed key interaction features to maintain user engagement, in 2019, Vevue is             
now focused on developing its multi-token ecosystem whereby creators, investors, and           
viewers are able to earn from their experience on the platform based on defined revenue               
models that pay dividends. As the platform’s economy is pegged to the USD, this new model                
also removes concerns regarding token liquidity or market volatility by allowing users to cash              
out to a stablecoin or fiat currency on their own volition –– thereby providing users the                
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opportunity, for the first time in history, to directly monetize their social media content and               
engagement.  
 
As Vevue moves into this new phase, they find themselves moving back to the Ethereum               
blockchain. As they will be instituting an economy that’s pegged to fiat currency, they need a                
blockchain that supports stablecoin integration. Ethereum provides the most advanced          
stablecoin options with the largest total volume, led by USDC. Furthermore, Vevue will be              
digitizing the preferred stock of Vevue Media, Inc., thereby created a security token that pays               
dividends. Again, Ethereum has the most advanced security token smart contracts and            
protocols in the marketplace and therefore will allow Vevue to reach its goal of providing a                
next-gen social media platform that pays - both users and investors. 
 
 
1.3 Founding Partners 
 

The backgrounds of Vevue’s founders are as follows: 
 
Thomas Olson (CEO, Vision): Thomas is the principal founder of Vevue and has years of               
experience as a serial entrepreneur – having previously founded successfully funded mobile            
apps along with a multi-million-dollar digital retail business. His passion for innovative            
technology led to his early adoption of blockchain-focused and other forward-looking           
projects, including Swarm.fund, DAO governance, CoMakery.com, and various Universal         
Basic Income (UBI) experiments. 

● Minute List It, Founder 
- The first application to provide video listing capabilities on eBay 
- Funded by KAYWEB Angels, LLC 

● Universal Basic Income DCO Project, Founder 
- Became a founder as a result of working alongside Swarm.fund to define the             

Distributed Collaborative Organization (DCO) 
- Also related to this project, Olson founded Cradle with the future intention of             

launching a version of Vevue that would integrate with this DCO project. (see:             
How Cradle Works & Cradle Pitch) 
 

XiangYu Meng (Chief Technology Officer): XiangYu is a millennial, blockchain expert           
with hands-on coding spree and an original Founder of Vevue. A pioneer in the blockchain               
space, he is an expert developer and advisor with a focus on the Qtum and Ethereum                
blockchains. 

● Possesses the ability to learn and implement new features and technologies using rapid             
application development methodologies, as evidenced by the implementation of the          
AWS version on the Qtum blockchain in less than a day.  
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● Built the first copyright smart contract on the blockchain. 
● Received a silver medal at the ACM Programming Competition among 3,200           

universities for the ParkSSword application. 
● A full-stack engineer, he designed an English training system in high school, a             

cross-platform password security solution during university, and a bank pre-filling          
plan after graduation, independently developing the queuing system. 
 

Jeremy Culver (CEO, Strategy and Execution): Jeremy Culver wrote, directed, produced 
and distributed, No Postage Necessary , the first film ever released using blockchain 
technology, which also included pinning tokens for review requests in theaters.  

● His other films have streamed on Netflix, have won Gabriel and CIMA Awards, and 
have been viewed during a private audience with Pope Francis I.  

● In addition to incubating and producing numerous multimedia and IT projects in Saudi 
Arabia and the Philippines, he has designed, implemented, and managed eLearning 
programs for Fortune 500 companies.  

● He is also a partner in Two Roads Picture Co., an entertainment production and 
distribution company, and 4D Global, an international multimedia computer-based 
training company.  
 

Kathrine Olson (Chief Brand Officer): Kathrine is an original Co-Founder of Vevue and             
possesses 10+ years of designing and building social digital programs for tech and consumer              
product goods, including: 

● Coty, Inc.: Lead digital designer for social promotion apps for PR and Marketing.  
● Philosophy Skincare: Art Director for the establishment of social media and influencer            

marketing; Senior Designer for eCommerce. 
● Cisco: Lead designer on PoC for a blockchain-based reputation system. 
● CoMakery: Lead designer on PoC for a blockchain-based jobs platform. 

 
Srini Nemani (Chief Digital Officer): Srini has over 20 years of IT experience in building               
large-scale eCommerce products (including SAAS based) and experience managing         
content-based platforms for American Express, Amazon and Cisco. For 12+ years, he has also              
served as a consultant for many Fortune 500 companies, including Deloitte, GE Commercial             
Finance, and Cognizant US Corp. 

● American Express: Enterprise Architect for Travel and Loyalty (using blockchain) 
● Led the design and integration of AmEx and Ripple for foreign transaction fee             

management.  
● Led collaboration between AmEx and Santander to test a blockchain-powered,          

cross-border payment solution. News Article: http://bit.ly/2ScPEh2 . 
● Presently is leading the AmEx Loyalty Program project to build a blockchain-driven            

Loyalty reward exchange marketplace – the first of its kind. 
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2.0 Vevue Tokenomics 
 
2.1 The Multi-token Economy 
 

Vevue’s multi-token ecosystem has been developed to benefit both creators and viewers so             
that they may monetize their interactions on the platform. The ecosystem has been designed to               
remove concerns about token liquidity or market volatility by allowing users to cash out to a                
stablecoin or fiat currency on their own volition. The images below summarize Vevue’s             
tokens and provides a helpful means to navigate this section explaining Vevue tokenomics.  

 Vevue provides many opportunities for users to monetize and grow their social media influence. 
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The crypto to dollar exchange takes place through the USDC stablecoin.

 

Vevue is easy to use, users deposit money into their account, earn rewards, or perform tasks to get 
started. From there they continue to earn and spend Vpay as they engage with their community. 

Vevue provides five distinct products on the platform: social video, Vevue Premium,            
Engagement, Crowdfunding, and Advertising. Vevue Media Inc. charges a 5% transaction fee            
each time a product is utilized. This transaction fee is then distributed to VUE token holders.  
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2.2 VUE Security Token 
 

Vevue has issued a security token compliant standard called, “VUE”. VUE is a digitized              
non-voting preferred equity share representing Vevue Media, Inc. While VUE tokens will            
represent ownership of preferred stock in Vevue and a means to distribute gross revenues,              
they will not be the currency used to distribute gross revenue proceeds. This will be done                
through a stablecoin held in Vevue treasury, such as USDC. VUE will also not be the                
currency used for participating in the Vevue platform, rather this function will be performed              
by Vpay. NOTE: The original Qtum utility token tokens will be swapped to VUE on a 10:1                 
basis, thereby providing early investors an opportunity for ownership in Vevue Media, Inc.  

 
Overview 
The core purpose of the VUE token is to distribute gross revenues and enforce transfer               
restrictions for certain groups. 
 
This implementation attempts to balance simplicity and sufficiency for smart contract security            
tokens that need to comply with regulatory authorities - without adding unnecessary            
complexity for simple use cases. It implements the ERC-20 token standard with ERC-1404             
security token transfer restrictions. 
 
This approach takes into account yet to be standardized guidance from ERC-1400 (which has              
additional recommendations for more complex security token needs) and ERC-1404 which           
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offers an approach similar to ERC-902. Unfortunately ERC-1404 does not adopt ERC-1066            
standard error codes - which this project may adopt in the future. Since no security token                
standards have reached mass adoption or maturity and they do not fully agree with each other,                
the token optimizes for a simple and sufficient implementation. 
 
Simplicity is desirable to make the full operations of the contract clear to users of the smart                 
contracts. It also reduces the number of smart contract lines that need to be secured (each line                 
of a smart contract is a security liability). 

 
Transfer Restrictions 
Here's an overview of how transfer restrictions are configured and enforced. 

 
The Transfer Admin for the Token Contract can provision account addresses to transfer and              
receive tokens under certain conditions. This is the process for configuring transfer            
restrictions and transferring tokens: 

1. An Investor sends their Anti Money Laundering and Know Your Customer           
(AML/KYC) information to the Transfer Admin or to a proxy vetting service to verify              
this information. The benefit of using a qualified third party provider is to avoid              
needing to store privately identifiable information. This code does not provide a            
solution for collecting AML/KYC information. 

2. The Transfer Admin calls setAccountPermissions(investorAddress, transferGroup,      
addressTimeLock, maxTokens) to provision their account. Initially this will be done           
for the Primary Issuance of tokens to investors where tokens are distributed directly             
from the issuer to holder accounts. 

3. A potential buyer sends their AML/KYC information to the Transfer Admin or a             
trusted AML/KYC provider. 

4. The Transfer Admin calls setAccountPermissions(buyerAddress, transferGroup,      
addressTimeLock, maxTokens) to provision the Buyer account. 

5. At this time or before, the Transfer Admin authorizes the transfer of tokens between              
account groups with setAllowGroupTransfer(fromGroup, toGroup, afterTimestamp).      
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Note that allowing a transfer from group A to group B by default does not allow the                 
reverse transfer from group B to group A. This would have to be done separately. An                
example is that Reg CF unaccredited investors may be allowed to sell to Accredited              
US investors but not vice versa. 
 

Overview of Transfer Restriction Enforcement Functions 

 
Roles 
The smart contract enforces specific admin roles. The roles divide responsibilities to reduce             
abuse scenarios. Ideally each role should be managed by a separate admin with separate key               
control. In some cases, such as the Super Admin and Token Treasury Wallet Manager, it is                
recommended that the role's private key is managed through multi signature (e.g. requiring 2              
of 3 or 4 of 6 approvers). 
 
The roles fall into two categories Admin Roles and Wallet Account Address Managers.             
Wallet account addresses are configured using the same transfer restriction rules as individual             
account address restrictions. 
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Admin Roles 

Wallet Account Address Managers 
When the token smart contract is deployed the contract is configured with a treasury reserve               
admin that receives all of the initial tokens for the smart contract. The wallet account address                
holding all of the initially issued tokens should not have any admin roles associated with               
them. 
 
The transfer admin role may have some tokens in it for hot wallet administration. It is                
probably safer for the transfer admin and hot wallets to be separate human administrators -               
especially if multi-signature wallets are not used for the Hot Wallet or Transfer Admin roles. 
 
Individual Account Permissions 
Individual token holders have accounts that are provisioned by the transfer admin as described              
below. 
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2.3       VUE Use Cases 
 

Initial Security Token Deployment 

 
1. The Deployer configures the parameters and deploys the smart contracts to a public             

blockchain. At the time of deployment, the deployer configures a separate token            
reserve address and Transfer Administrator address. This allows the reserve security           
tokens to be stored in cold storage since the treasury reserve address private keys are               
not needed for everyday use by the Transfer Admin. 

2. The Transfer Admin then provisions a hot wallet address for distributing tokens to             
investors or other stakeholders. The Transfer Admin uses        
setAccountPermissions(investorAddress, transferGroup, addressTimeLock,   
maxTokens) to set address restrictions. 

3. The Transfer Admin authorizes the transfer of tokens between account groups with            
setAllowGroupTransfer(fromGroup, toGroup, afterTimestamp) . 

4. The Reserve Admin then transfers tokens to the Hot Wallet address. 
5. The Hot Wallet Admin then transfers tokens to investors or other stakeholders who             

are entitled to tokens. 
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Setup For Separate Issuer Private Key Management Roles 

By default the reserve tokens cannot be transferred to. To allow transfers the Transfer Admin               
must configure transfer rules using both setAccountPermissions(account, ...) to configure the           
individual account rules and setAllowGroupTransfer(...) to configure transfers between         
accounts in a group. A group represents a category like US accredited investors (Reg D) or                
foreign investors (Reg S). 
During the setup process to split transfer oversight across three private key holders, the              
Transfer Admin can setup rules that only allow the Reserve Admin to only transfer tokens to                
the Hot Wallet admin address. The Hot Wallet should be restricted to a limited maximum               
balance necessary for doing one batch of token distributions - rather than the whole reserve.               
The use of a hot wallet for small balances also makes everyday token administration easier               
without exposing the issuer's reserve of tokens to the risk of total theft in a single transaction.                 
Each of these private keys may also be managed with a multi-sig solution for added security.                
Multi-sig is especially important for the token reserve admin. 
Here is how these restricted admin accounts can be configured: 

1. Transfer Admin, Reserve Admin and Hot Wallet admin accounts are managed by            
separate users with separate keys. For example, separate Nano Ledger S hardware            
wallets. 

2. Reserve and Hot Wallet addresses have their own separate transfer groups 
○ unrestrictedAddressTimeLock = 0 this timestamp will always have passed 
○ unrestrictedMaxTokenAmount = 2**256 -1 is the largest number storable this          

number is available as the MAX_UNIT() constant. 
○ setAccountPermissions(reserveAddress, reserveTransferGroup, 

unrestrictedAddressTimelock, unrestrictedMaxTokenAmount) 
○ setAccountPermissions(reserveAddress, hotWalletTransferGroup, 

unrestrictedAddressTimeLock, sensibleMaxAmountInHotWallet) 
3. Reserve Address can only transfer to Hot Wallet Groups 

○ setAllowGroupTransfer(reserveTransferGroup, hotWalletTransferGroup, 
unrestrictedAddressTimeLock) 

○ setAccountPermissions(reserveAddress, hotWalletTransferGroup, 
unrestrictedAddressTimeLock, sensibleMaxAmountInHotWallet) 

4. Hot Wallet Address can transfer to investor groups like Reg D and Reg S. 
○ setAllowGroupTransfer(hotWalletTransferGroup, regD_TransferGroup, 

unrestrictedAddressTimeLock) 
○ setAllowGroupTransfer(hotWalletTransferGroup, regS_TransferGroup, 

unrestrictedAddressTimeLock) 
Then the Hot Wallet Admin can distribute tokens to investors and stakeholders as described              
below. 
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Issuing the Token To AML / KYC'd Recipients 

1. The Transfer Admin gathers AML/KYC and accreditation information from investors          
and stakeholders who will receive tokens directly from the issuer (the Primary            
Issuance). 

2. Transfer Admin then configures approved blockchain account addresses for investor          
and stakeholders with setAccountPermissions(address, transferGroup, LockupUntil,      
maxBalance) . Based on the AML/KYC and accreditation process the investor can            
provision the account address with a maximum number of tokens; a transfer group             
designating a regulatory class like "Reg D", "Reg CF" or "Reg S"; and a date that the                 
tokens in the address will be locked until. 

3. The tokens can then be transferred from the issuers hot wallet to the provisioned              
addresses. 

Note that there are no transfers yet authorized between accounts. By default no transfers are               
allowed - all transfer groups are restricted. 

 
Lockup Periods 
There are a few ways that lockup periods are enforced: 

● By default all account addresses are locked. They require permissions to be transferred.             
Permissions can be granted on the account level or per address groups. 

● setTimeLock(account, unixTimestamp) locks all tokens in an account until the unix           
timestamp. Unix timestamps are indicated as the number of seconds since midnight            
UTC on January 1, 1970. 

● setAllowGroupTransfer(fromGroup, toGroup, unixTimestamp) allows transfers from a       
group of addresses to another group of addresses after the unixTimestamp. If the             
unixTimestamp is 0, then no transfer is allowed. This is because any uninitialized             
combination of addresses and timestamp will have a default value of 0. 

● There is a convenience method for setting group, timelock and the maximum number of              
tokens for an account. 
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Maximum Token Balance 
When transferring tokens to unaccredited investors or in the case that you wish to limit               
maximum number of tokens that an individual can obtain: 

● You can set the maximum number of tokens that an account can receive using              
setMaxBalance(address _account, uint256 _updatedValue) 

 
Investors Can Trade With Other Investors In The Same Group (e.g. Reg S) 
To allow trading in a group: 

● Call setAccountPermissions(address, transferGroup, addressTimeLock, maxTokens) 
for traders in the group 

● setAllowGroupTransfer(fromGroupX, toGroupX, groupTimeLock) for account 
addresses associated with groupIDs like Reg S 

● A token transfer for an allowed group will succeed if: 
○ the addressTimelock and groupTimeLock times have passed; and 
○ the recipient of a token transfer does not exceed the maxTokens in their account 

address. 
 
Avoiding Flowback of Reg S "Foreign" Assets 
To allow trading between Foreign Reg S account addresses but forbid flow back to US Reg D                 
account addresses until the end of the Reg D lockup period: 

● Call setAccountPermissions(address, groupIDForRegS, shorterTimeLock, maxTokens) 
to configure settings for Reg S investors 

● Call setAccountPermissions(address, groupIDForRegD, longerTimeLock, maxTokens) 
to configure settings for Reg D investors 

● setAllowGroupTransfer(groupIDForRegS, groupIDForRegS, groupTimeLock) allow 
Reg S trading 

● A token transfer for an allowed group will succeed if: 
○ the addressTimelock and groupTimeLock times have passed; and 
○ the recipient of a token transfer does not exceed the maxTokens in their account 

address. 
 
Enforcing Maximum Holders Rules 
By default blockchain addresses cannot receive tokens. To receive tokens the issuer gathers             
AML/KYC information and then calls setAccountPermissions(). A single user may have           
multiple addresses. The issuer can track the number of holders offline and stop authorizing              
holders when the maximum holders amount has been reached. 
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Exchanges Can Register Omnibus Accounts 
Centralized exchanges can register custody addresses using the same method as other users.             
They contact the Issuer to provision accounts and the Transfer Admin calls            
setAccountPermissions() for the exchange account. 
When customers of the exchange want to withdraw tokens from the exchange account they              
must withdraw into an account that the Transfer Admin has provisioned for them with              
setAccountPermissions(). 
Talk to a lawyer about when exchange accounts may or may not exceed the maximum               
number of holders allowed for a token. 

 
Transfers Can Be Paused To Comply With Regulatory Action 
If there is a regulatory issue with the token, all transfers may be paused by calling pause().                 
During normal functioning of the contract pause() should never need to be called. 
 
Recovery From A Blockchain Fork 
Issuers should have a plan for what to do during a blockchain fork. Often security tokens                
represent a scarce off chain asset and a fork in the blockchain may present ambiguity about                
who can claim an off chain asset. For example, if 1 token represents 1 ounce of gold, a fork                   
introduces 2 competing claims for 1 ounce of gold. 
In the advent of a blockchain fork, the issuer should do something like the following: 

● have a clear and previously defined way of signaling which branch of the blockchain is               
valid 

● signal which branch is the system of record at the time of the fork 
● call pause() on the invalid fork 
● use burn() and mint() to fix errors that have been agreed to by both parties involved or                 

ruled by a court in the issuers jurisdiction 
 
Law Enforcement Recovery of Stolen Assets 
In the case of stolen assets with sufficient legal reason to be returned to their owner, the issuer                  
can call freeze(), burn(), and mint() to transfer the assets to the appropriate account. 
Although this is not in the spirit of a cryptocurrency, it is available as a response to                 
requirements that some regulators impose on blockchain security token projects. 
 
Asset Recovery In The Case of Lost Keys 
In the case of lost keys with sufficient legal reason to be returned to their owner, the issuer                  
can call freeze(), burn(), and mint() to transfer the assets to the appropriate account. This               
opens the issuer up to potential cases of fraud. Handle with care. 
Once again, although this is not in the spirit of a cryptocurrency, it is available as a response                  
to requirements that some regulators impose on blockchain security token projects. 
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Compatible With Dividend Distribution and Staking Contracts 
Although this code does not implement dividend distribution or staking, it can be used with               
staking and dividend contracts with payments in stable coins like USDC, DAI, as well as ETH                
or ERC20 tokens. 

 
Distribution of Gross Revenue  
During the distribution of gross revenue, Vevue conducts a one-on-one mapping process from             
the VUE Wallet to the third-party wallet held by each investor. The distribution process is               
based on a balance and control mechanism, as follows: 
 

1. Vevue obtains the latest account information from the exchange across a number of             
users and the tokens held by each wallet at the point of request. 

2. The information from the exchange can be a batch process (asynchronous mechanism)            
or a real-time API/Oracles Integration. Oracles are blockchain references of          
APIs/Services. 

3. Once Vevue has all the information required to distribute the funds, Vevue’s Payout             
Splitter Smart Contract executes the distribution process to the respective wallets. 

 
All stable coins entering the Vevue ecosystem are held in custodial Vevue Wallets until such               
time as the representative Vpay tokens exit the Vevue ecosystem as a distribution of gross               
revenue. 
 
Distribution of Gross Revenue 
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For example, imagine there are only two Vevue investors who own VUE. In our example,               
these two VUE holders would own a claim to a 50:50 split on gross revenue distribution. When                 
a viewer buys a video for $1, 95¢ is transferred from the purchaser to the creator. Vevue retains                  
the remaining 5¢, as Vevue only takes 5% for each product. Out of this 5¢, 2.5¢ goes towards                  
Vevue operations and the other 2.5¢ is split between the two investors, or 1.25¢ each. The                
transaction for the video purchase is conducted through a Vpay token, which converts into a               
stable coin and results in a cash amount appearing in both Vevue investors’ third-party wallets.  

 
 

2.4 Vpay Use Case: Entering the Vevue Ecosystem & Cashing Out 
 

“Vpay tokens” serve as the utility token within the Vevue ecosystem. To bootstrap the              
network, Vpay tokens are awarded to all new enrolled users including those in the referral               
program. The Vpay tokens used for transactions in the Vevue ecosystem are purchased via an               
Ethereum-based stable coin –– such as USDC. 
 
Entering the Vevue Ecosystem 

Using the Ethereum blockchain, Vevue has implemented a compliant stablecoin, such as            
USDC, for converting fiat currency into Vpay tokens. Regardless of the stablecoin type, one              
Vpay token is always pegged to USD 1 cent in conversion to any stable coin. When                
exchanged with an international stable coin, a Vpay token is rounded to the nearest decimal               
value. For example, 1 South Korean Stable Coin (SKSC) equals 1,188.26 Vpay tokens, which              
means that Vevue would issue 1,188 Vpay tokens. All stablecoins entering the Vevue             
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ecosystem are held in custodial Vevue wallets until such time as the representative Vpay              
tokens exit the Vevue ecosystem.  
 
Vpay tokens extend ERC20 or ERC777 token standards on the Ethereum blockchain. The             
core functional layer is composed of the following:  

 
● Vevue Token Manager: a Smart Contract that manages all aspects of token            

creation, exchange and validation; it acts as a traditional bookkeeping manager           
in the digital world.  
 

● Vevue Account Manager: a Smart Contract that assists the Vevue Token           
Manager in the management of  funds and wallet integrity.  
 

● Vevue Bank: a Smart Contract that acts as a virtual teller/manager for all             
tokens created/managed in the Vevue ecosystem. 
 

● Vevue Token Reserve: an extensible Smart Contract that can create tokens           
on-demand in the network.  

 
Additional smart contracts are leveraged depending on the use case..  

 
Entering Vevue & Core Functional Layer 
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To cash out, the reverse process occurs: a creator/consumer uses the Vevue Wallet to convert               
Vpay tokens back into a stablecoin to receive cash. Again, one Vpay token is always pegged                
to USD 1 cent in conversion to any stable coin. 
 
Cashing Out 
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2.5 Vpay Use Case: Video Engagement 
 

To incentivize usage of the Vevue platform, there are a number of means by which both                
creators and viewers are rewarded with Vpay tokens for engaging with one another, such as               
watching and responding to videos, sponsoring a content creator with Vpay tokens, and so on.               
In these instances, a transfer of value occurs between two individuals’ wallets.  
 
For example, Person 1, who has a balance of 100 Vpay tokens, pays Person 2, who has a                  
balance of 90 Vpay tokens, 10 Vpay tokens for watching a video. A transfer of 10 Vpay                 
tokens is sent from Person 1’s Vevue Wallet to Person 2’s Vevue Wallet. Because Vevue               
collects a 5% transaction fee for the purchase of all products, 0.5 Vpay tokens would be                
subtracted, in this instance, from the 10 Vpay tokens being transferred to Person 2, resulting               
in a transfer of 9.5 V tokens. As a result, Person 1 and 2 would have a new balance of 90 and                      
99.5 Vpay tokens respectively in their accounts . 
 
Video Engagement  
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2.6 VUE Token Distribution 
 

100 million VUE Tokens will be minted. The distribution of these tokens are as follows: 
 

● 50 Million VUE to Vevue Media, Inc. for Operations 
● 35 Million VUE to Investors 
● 15 Million VUE to Founders 

The contributions in the security token offering (STO) will be held by Vevue Media Inc. (or a                 
3rd party custodian) after the offering. To the extent a secondary market or exchange for               
trading VUE does develop, it would be run and operated wholly independently of Vevue              
Media, Inc. However, any secondary market or exchange would have to be in compliance              
with the securities laws in their jurisdiction. Vevue Media, Inc. will not create such secondary               
markets nor will it act as an exchange for VUE. 
 
After the STO period concludes, VUE gross revenue will be distributed on a monthly basis,               
with a goal of shortening this release until such time they become automatic via the Vevue                
Daily DivDrop. 
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3.0 Vevue Platform Core Features  
 
Vevue provides the following five core products for its users: 
 
Vevue Social Video 

● A peer-to-peer and business-to-consumer (B2C) video feed, users can explore trending           
videos/Vevues under parameters such as time-stamp, most upvoted, or most          
commented. Users can also keep up to date on creators they follow.  
 

● When users upload Vevues to their social feed, they have the option to set a paywall,                
split profits with collaborators, and/or receive an IP certification. The certifications           
are all tied to a blockchain contract that expedites the execution of the contract.  
 

● Vevuers can instantly earn more. Creators may earn 95% of every payment when             
viewers pay to watch created content. (Vevue minimum $0.01 > YouTube’s $0.001). 

 
Vevue Premium 

● Vevue Premium (V-Premium) is a curated feed of high production value videos, such             
as films, series and music videos.  
 

● Vevues placed under this pillar qualify for a high paywall price. Premium users also              
receive IP Certification and benefits from the Paywall Splitter.  

 
Engagement 

● Upvote + Downvote: Creators may build their audience and reputation through new            
interaction features. Video creators receive 1 token for each vote. 

 
Crowdfunding 

● Creators can get their work funded by their audience. Backers receive dividends when             
viewers pay to watch the final product. 

 
Advertising 

● Creators can promote Vevues as an advertisement to incentivize peers by earning 
tokens for viewing.  

 
Requests  

● Peer-to-Peer Requests are Vevue Requests funded and placed on the map of the Vevue              
Platform created by users.  
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● Algorithm-based Requests are Vevue-to-consumer requests (known as Map Running,         
Lists, or Airdrop), and they are administered by Vevue to incentivize activity at high              
traffic locations across the globe.  
 

● Bulk Pinning is the business-to-business (B2B) sale of the request model between            
enterprises and Vevue, wherein Vevue helps administer requests at multiple locations           
for specific content. This feature helps businesses garner user generated content           
(UGC) for marketing, awareness or sales purposes.  
  
 

3.1 Vevue Platform Services  
 

Wallet 
● Holds and manages Vpay, ID Verification, Media Token, USDC, Vevue Utility           

Token, and VUE Token.  
 

● The Wallet is also used to transfer Vpay balances between wallets that support             
Ethereum.  

 
IP Certification 

● Each time a user uploads a video, the Vevue Platform will deliver a token to the                
copyright wallet of the user. This transaction contains a stream of information that is              
recorded to Ethereum’s blockchain: copyright, video uploader, upload time, and          
upload location. The transfer of copyright to the user is the transfer of this record from                
the current copyright owner to the new copyright owner. 

  
Paywall Splitter  

● The new splitter allows creators to set split rates and then automatically share profits              
with collaborators every time Vevuers pay to watch the created content. 
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4.0 Marketing Plan 
 
Vevue’s aim is to target two market segments: Generation Z and ideal influencers, and              
investors, who want to enter the Gen-Z consumer market. Customer in both of these segments               
are computer and mobile phone savvy (Gen-Z being tech native) and enjoy creative             
experiences.  
 
This marketing strategy focuses on developing open channels of communication with           
segments to engage based on shared sentiment, acquiring an easy point of contact, and then               
continually fostering those engagements to build trust and a better understanding of the full              
product scope of Vevue. The company’s method of communication is entirely digital.  
 
The expansion of Vevue’s reach for brand awareness coincides with the launch of an Android               
app and a redesigned iOS app. These launches will allow Vevue to pursue more aggressive               
strategies for customer acquisition.  
 
Gen-Z + Ideal Influencers  
There are two major segments within our demographic of Gen-Z: college students and             
solopreneurs. As Forbes contributor Deepak Patel points out, “Generation Z is 55% more             
likely to want to start a business than millennials. In fact, a full 72% of Gen Z high school                   
students say that they want to start a business” (Patel, 2017, n.p.). 
 
These segments are not mutually exclusive and the primary difference lies in who provides              
the content versus who consumes it. While users may both create and consume, the marketing               
strategy is based on differentiating these activities to understand how these two groups may              
be reached.  
 
  A. College students  

1. This segment is largely identified as the media consumers of the Vevue app.  
2. This segment’s consumer habits are driven by ease of usability, tech innovation            

(what’s hot is what’s new and different), and value-consciousness. 
3. Vevue launches targeted ads based on consumer sentiment in geographic areas           

surrounding college campuses.  
4. Vevue engages with active users on their traditional social media channels to build             

interest and trust.  
5. Vevue offers college/education/seasonally based promotions to help onboard users and          

allow them to begin discovery within the app with minimal initial effort.  
6. Vevue incentivizes the conversion of app users using a referral-based rewards system            

allowing new users the capability to explore the platform using tokens.  
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  B. Solopreneurs  

1. This segment is identified as an ideal influencer who has traction and high engagement              
on other social media platforms. Because of their niche followings, their recruitment is             
essential to the success of user conversion. 

2. Media makers seeking to maximize their profit margin and build their brand can             
utilize more features that we currently provide, such as copyright verification, request            
exchange model, and crowdfunding requests. Positioning Vevue’s engagement around         
publicizing these features is the company’s primary objective.  

3. Vevue’s opportunity to onboard ideal users from this segment also relies on the             
company’s internal ability to support concierge-style customer service.  

4. Vevue will provide entrepreneurs from different industries an entry into new           
technology. Historically, Vevue has seen success in using a cross-marketing approach.  

5. The following are key personas:  
a. Art  
b. Holistic 
c. AI Influencers 
d. Esports 
e. Animal Influencers 
f. Film and Video Production Professionals: The Vevue mobile app provides          

video professionals with a new network to find, collaborate, and share work.            
Vevue enables independent producers to launch on the blockchain through          
custom user-initiated monetization. Integration with communication platforms       
like WeChat or Slack opens up new possibilities to earn money and connect             
new people. 

g. Extreme and Recreational Sport Enthusiasts: From wearable cameras (such as,          
GoPro) to drones and VR360, content creators can upload their experiences in            
an even more meaningful way. Viewers can be part of an even more immersive              
experience from this group of content creators. Custom requests for each type            
of video recording device are available and Vevue’s multiplatform support          
makes uploading a seamless experience for creators.  

h. Insiders and Industry Experts: Vevue is a great exposure platform for           
articulate verbal communicators, no matter what the industry. Video marketing          
fosters engagement and lead generation for all types of businesses. By 2019,            
global consumer Internet video traffic will account for 80% of all consumer            
Internet traffic (SmallBiztrends, 2016).  

i. Bloggers: Vevue values individuals with unique perspectives who are         
pioneering in the blockchain space. Self-initiated monetization for Vevues         
provides bloggers a way to earn micro-payments.  

j. Travel : There are many uses cases to enhance a person’s travel experience. 
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1. Save time and money by using the Vevue app. Find out how long lines              
are, in real-time, before arriving. Requesting a Vevue at a restaurant or            
event to gauge the real-time ambiance or crowd can help a customer be             
better prepared before arriving. 

2. Connect with like-minded travelers. Whether a traveler is seeking the          
best street food or tourist sights, the Vevue platform may help them            
make the most of their experiences. Metadata from each uploaded          
Vevue enriches user profiles to connect people with similar interests.          
When traveling to a different city or country, Vevue can connect a            
traveler with profiles of local users who have found that perfect street            
cart barbeque or that comforting hotel buffet.  

3. Travel without leaving the comfort of home. Users can initiate custom           
Requests, to contract professional videographers to host tours anywhere         
in the world. Vevue’s algorithms will match the best-qualified         
videographers based on Request needs. 

 
4.1 Strategies & Tactics   
  
Gen-Z likes to share valuable experiences with their peers via social media and word of 
mouth. It is important while building the Vevue platform that all facets provide a value-based 
experience.  

● Emphasize Creativity, Sentiment & Services 
● Emphasize Fun  
● Create Opportunities for Engagement 
● Core Content Storytelling (Create Kick-ass Storytelling)  

 
A. Promoting Influencers 

● Attract top tier media makers through brand development with talent agencies           
and management.  

● Deploy growth hacking tactics to reach ideal nano and micro influencers.  
● Provide influencers with access to preferential features, exclusive merchandise,         

and a concierge service for onboarding content and converting audiences to           
Vevue.  

 
        B. PR and Media  

● Craft authentic stories and build use cases with PR and media partners to             
communicate core values, introduce unique features, and onboard new         
projects. 

● Provide media outlets and relevant journalists with PR kits.  
● Build out the Vevue lifestyle blog. Partner with advertising, distribution, and           
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entertainment media companies that align with Vevue’s ongoing omni channel          
strategies.  

 
        C. Festivals and Conferences 

● Form institutional and enterprise partnerships for tech events, film festivals,          
and concerts to introduce features, launch content, and attract new users.  

● Build brand awareness with a notable presence at film and music festivals and             
technology conferences.  

● Speak to Vevue’s initial ideal target audiences through global university          
campus tours.  

 
        D. Community Building 

● Launch airdrop requests and advocacy marketing campaigns to communicate         
with early adopters.  

● Explore the possibilities of education-based promotion via partnership with         
notable universities to build student-led initiatives to provide UGC based on           
academic curricula.  

● Incentivize Vevue’s project community with CoMakery. Tasks that cannot be          
completed otherwise on the Vevue app (for example, write an app review for             
Vevue on Google Play) can be completed and rewarded to participants using            
the CoMakery platform.  

 
        E. Rewarding Referrals 

● Studies show that giving money away provides a proven path to user            
acquisition success. Vevue will utilize incentivized user referral programs to          
provide authentic word of mouth and encourage new user adoption through           
rewards.  

 
Vevue is free to download and use. With the ability to make videos and earn tokens anywhere                 
in the world, all users can participate in in-app rewards, airdrop and Request exchange.              
Answering Requests is open to all users within the geographical limit of the pin. 
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5.0 Roadmap  
 
Q1 2019 

● STO Seed Round 
● Commence Android Development 
● Commence iOS Redesign 
● Scale Team 

 
Q2 2019 

● Deliver Alpha of Android 
● Deliver Alpha of iOS 

 
Q3 2019 

● Launch Beta Vevue 2.0 for Android & iOS 
● Scale User Acquisition 
● Release Vpay Token 
● Integrate USDC into Vevue 

 
Q4 2019 

● Launch STO/IAO 
● Release VUE token 
● Enable “cashing out” of Vpay to USDC 
● Vevue Beta Soft Launch 

 
Q1 2020 

● Release ID Token 
● Release Media Token 
● Fiat Gateway Integration 
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6.0     Summary 
Vevue has a working iOS and Android app incorporating many of the features found in this                
White Paper. Additional features will be developed and included in subsequent versions of the              
Vevue app, including features not identified in this document. 
 
To download the Vevue app: 

● iOS - https://testflight.apple.com/join/KW3xNeuV 
● Android - https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vevue.powehi 
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7.0 Risks 
 
Investors acknowledge and agree that there are numerous risks associated with purchasing            
VUE, holding VUE, and using VUE for participation in the Vevue Platform. In the worst case                
scenario, this could lead to the loss of all or part of the VUE which had been purchased. 
 
6.1 Uncertain Regulations and Enforcement Actions 
 
The regulatory status of VUE and distributed ledger technology is unclear or unsettled in              
many jurisdictions. The regulation of virtual currencies has become a primary target of             
regulation in all major countries in the world. It is impossible to predict how, when or whether                 
regulatory agencies may apply existing regulations or create new regulations with respect to             
such technology and its applications, including VUE and/or the Vevue Platform. Regulatory            
actions could negatively impact VUE and/or the Vevue Platform in various ways. The             
Company (or its affiliates) may cease operations in a jurisdiction in the event that regulatory               
actions, or changes to law or regulation, make it illegal to operate in such jurisdiction, or                
commercially undesirable to obtain the necessary regulatory approval(s) to operate in such            
jurisdiction. 
 
After consulting with a wide range of legal advisors and continuous analysis of the              
development and legal structure of virtual currencies, the Company will apply a cautious             
approach towards the sale of VUE. Therefore, for the token sale, the Foundation may              
constantly adjust the sale strategy in order to avoid relevant legal risks as much as possible.                
For the token sale the Company is working with Zuber Lawler, a corporate law firm in the                 
United States with a good reputation in the blockchain and securities spaces. 
 
6.2 Inadequate disclosure of information 
 
As at the date hereof, the Vevue Platform is still under development and its design concepts,                
consensus mechanisms, algorithms, codes, and other technical details and parameters may be            
constantly and frequently updated and changed. Although this white paper contains the most             
current information relating to the Vevue Platform, it is not absolutely complete and may still               
be adjusted and updated by the Vevue team from time-to-time. The Vevue team has no ability                
and obligation to keep holders of VUE informed of every detail (including development             
progress and expected milestones) regarding the project to develop the Vevue Platform, hence             
insufficient information disclosure is inevitable and reasonable. 
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6.3 Loss of Talent 
 
The development of the Vevue Platform depends on the continued cooperation of the existing              
technical team and expert consultants, who are highly knowledgeable and experienced in their             
respective sectors. The loss of any member may adversely affect the Vevue Platform or its               
future development. Further, stability and cohesion within the team is critical to the overall              
development of the Vevue Platform. There is the possibility that conflict within the team              
and/or departure of core personnel may occur, resulting in a negative influence on the project               
in the future. 
 
6.4 Failure to develop 
 
There is the risk that the development of the Vevue Platform will not be executed or                
implemented as planned, for a variety of reasons, including without limitation in the event of               
a decline in the prices of any digital asset, virtual currency or VUE, unforeseen technical               
difficulties, and a shortage of development funds for activities. 
 
6.5 Security weaknesses 
 
Hackers or other malicious groups or organisations may attempt to interfere with VUE and/or              
the Vevue Platform in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial                
of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing.          
Furthermore, there is a risk that a third party or a member of the Company or its affiliates may                   
intentionally or unintentionally introduce weaknesses into the core infrastructure of VUE           
and/or the Vevue Platform, which could negatively affect VUE and/or the Vevue Platform.             
Further, the future of cryptography and security innovations are highly unpredictable and            
advances in cryptography, or technical advances (including without limitation development of           
quantum computing), could present unknown risks to VUE and/or the Vevue Platform by             
rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus mechanism that underpins that blockchain          
protocol. 
 
6.6 Other risks 
 
In addition, the potential risks briefly mentioned above are not exhaustive and there are other               
risks (as further elaborated upon in the Terms and Conditions) associated with your purchase,              
holding and use of VUE, including those that the Company cannot anticipate. Such risks may               
further materialise as unanticipated variations or combinations of the aforementioned risks.           
You should conduct full due diligence on the Company, its affiliates and the Vevue team, as                
well as understand the overall framework, mission and vision for the Vevue Platform prior to               
purchasing VUE. 
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6.7 Investment Disclaimer 
 
This document is preliminary and confidential in nature and is intended only for accredited              
investors. It does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. 
 
This document has been prepared to assist potential accredited investors in making a             
preliminary evaluation of our Company, and does not purport to contain all the information              
that a potential accredited investor may require. Prospective investors should conduct their            
own investigation and analysis of the Company and the data set forth herein. The Company               
does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the               
information contained in this presentation. 
 
This document contains statements concerning the Company’s expectations, beliefs, plans,          
objectives, goals, strategies, assumptions of future events, and other statements that are not             
factual in nature. These statements are “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of            
the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements may be identified by              
the use of certain words or phrases, including without limitation “estimate”, “expect”,            
“anticipate”, “intend”, “plan”, “project”, “believe”, “forecast”, “should”, “could”, and other          
similar expressions. Actual results may differ materially from those in forward-looking           
statements as a result of various factors outside of our control. Recipients are cautioned that               
any forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and there can be no              
assurance that management’s expectations will be accomplished. Such forward-looking         
statements are based on our current beliefs and expectations, and are subject to significant              
business and economic uncertainties, risks and contingencies. Such statements are also subject            
to certain assumptions with respect to our future strategies and other circumstances that are              
subject to change. Potential risks and uncertainties include changes in applicable law,            
implementation of new regulatory regimes, technological advances and economic and          
political conditions generally. We do not undertake any obligation to update any            
forward-looking statement. 
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